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(E-y 1ýJter Orr Wrs

Thz. fofl~w-ing. report was prepared by the authors ao a part of' their
nor% fZ2- preparation fLor the eel ILpso oyed~iton of Hiigh Alttludo Qbsgera-
tor- to the -Sudan on 25 YFebraar-i 1.952,L it as warittmn beforo t-he nolipee:
tie ?-Ps~u6 -it nary as we prepare to use thia rdt~hods outJdtned. for reduction
of Tuh'3 spectra obtain, d0, it cxpre;ns our thanks to the authors and to the
Urlael-sity of U0tah for thd many- fox'rs of a3ssistarce they hzav provided
to ~s An, tlhisq work.; Sth -this adý -Wtr wo:;uld' have touwnc iit ip&T
to ;:akoz sotmd plansa for the exyedivti.on in the- short tims that wfas
avail-able to usr

Analysis of the Hydrogen E~clipsea Observitions to
Determaine the Thenmcdvynraio $tate of

the Solar Chrornospheeee

by

Eugene N, Parker aru R-ichard N. Thomas

T ILntro duc tion

T47ho £oilaxring discussion contains an outline oI%9 and a Justifi-
cation forp the theoretica) analysis of the data to be obtainedZ at
the 1.952 eclipse0 Ac-tually5, the £oliLcrning report considers only a
LiMited portion %. the exected data -- that relating to the hydro~ n
Ballher and Paschen stsrieis. and Wlj Halmer continuuim, An analysi .s
of e-arlier eclipee &oserzvationb demonstrat~ed the feasibility of
Bitch an anallysis0 On the basis T -the remuuts £rn this analysis1 ,

WA sna1f~nnt-ed-tha- adviability of -an ec~perm rnwudttion, with li1mited-
but apfco'fic objectives, aivod only at the data required for this
arialyaisL,3 Uo proposed delibex'tatly foregoing the usual attempts to
meiasure all po'ssible phenociena associated with the ealipso: The
1952 eclipse program, undartaken by High Altitude Observ'atory in
close cooperation writh and su~pported by the. Na'aQLk Research Laboratory,
hA:ý sorur--.hat wider objectiveo, but tho of 1o0rt was conrcentrated on the



objectives outlined here, Dr0 John P, Hagen and his ausociates
planned to conduct simultsneous radio obeervations at two frequencies
during the eclipse. It was hoped thereby to obtain awme resolution
of the cur-rent dilema betywen radio and optical observations of the
outer solar atmosphere° The optical observations-wera to be made by
High Altitude Observatory,. and the analysis to be carried out in
close cooperation with the Utah groupo The radio observations ware
to be handled by the Naval Research laboratory group. The following
discussion relates only to the analysis of the hydrogen observations
originally proposed.

The general philosophy of the program to be discussed is one of
an attempt to investigate certain gross features of the hydrogen
"spectrum that may be unambiguously interpreted to specify certain
gross features of the strnctuze of the chromosphereo Since the solar
chromosphere presents so many observational anomalies, such attenpts
may be overly optimistic° Nonetheless, by restricting ourselves to
hydrogen we may hope, because of its preponderant abundance, to
establish results characterizing the thermodyramic structure of the
chromosphere. Furthermore, by considering only relative spectral
intensities, we may hope to avoid the usual difficulties encountered
with absolute standards. If the procedure is successful in establish-
ing these gross features, we may then proceed to aralse the ful
details of the spectrum to obtain the full details of the state of
the chromosphere. There In a certain amount of riak in attempting to
so divide the problem of the state of the chromosphere - one recalls
attempts to jredict the tewneratsre of the planetary nebulae frca the
"aetion of the radiation field of the exciting star on the hydrogen
alone without considering the thermostat action of the oxgen
"impuritive, It is thus essential to membo oritio&fly all data,
not on3l that for bqdrogen, saeeking contras4ctions to the present
procedure. The difficulty in such wminations -- and several have
been offered as# for exampl, the oriticia of the high temprature
model because of the lack of metallic maatuhable lin=o - liwe in an
inbiliv to iaAluate the exact situation to be expected until the
gross tlrumodnamic structaur is known. We attempt then to obtain
this gross structure, selecting methods generl enough to remote the
above possibilities of internal irenusltenoy.

n. Method of Reduction.

A. The Balmer and Paschen decrementa.

. Gpeuuio•a±q-,one observes during an eclipse all the light
originating above a certain height in the chraaoshere. Let us

eoalders, then, the energy wtted by transitions from the nth
to the second level of the hydrogen ate in terms of the state
of the chrcnoaphsre9  We consider one cmý- of matter at (x, y)
An the chrcmocphere.



Y (X, Y)to c'baenrer

TV

w itthedistzae fromr(xj,y) to Vae surfae of th~esun, Wie
shafl bea specifloafly iLntkrestad in aw.rtaining what charee'
taristloe of the tbzrwdy,74nc talte canu be vasried to give
aqrsemant. bu*ween the t~he-orotioaJ a" the observed Balnr
dscruwt 0 One fird that an the basis of ther~odynamnc *cjui-
libri ancd an atmotphen tranapai'ent to its cpm radiation, the
compukted docr nt Us in every case to<o high. Thum 1st tw
cmpaUxt the cner- per unit solid an4se A 4j with all possible
nariatloa,3 of the &aýoe evidarntiy a-Far sir~plifiead-asu~tions
iLuottded, lnczxlttdg, ttoreoris dL~partuars frcn tYonmodynamio
aqufl~brii= Wy introducing tUm est~Az~zr bn dalfir~d in equation
(6) belcw, ±irlud-s oaeab-bsnirpticn effeos " and~ke no &ttecpýt
to Specify tile aleotron t.-eravature9 %n frxe in jstand&rd

dV()

whe-re Sn i a toa ntmber of pi.rtcle/=3 at x,,y and we are ccnsider~-
ing the radition .ram thze 4el nt of volt~a dV. It Wmil be
c-aaiest, if we Ooflvicir the ra~diation £rom a slab of width i1= in



the i d~iveo~tionl Thus. WO~ Lt rYý,t-; dz on (1) and we
obtain 9

zo

4^ rL7j3 dc~ (2)

!h3 phen,)z--non of scdf abtnrption, f QVczursa, decreases Lhia
era? ) s. hat only thy a~zrunt

~n2 2dE

£±nal2.yý emerges from the atrmosphereQ dea lori te

Y - N2 (nuYdx (4)

aso tha t Y

Ncý using X, -XhawiioreXn 15 the, energy to ioni±ze fr=
k 14

the nt~h >*,evel (aso'aning aidrogn su~fficiently ionized that

]y-eb 2 2rra~ 3/2

Thus the total er~er~jeite is

Lh2 3/ 2g/2n 2dNXY

0n 1 Ci Z b -I / 2 e axm -Vc.ZN(x,y) ~dyd (7)

where C is a numencal constant. Whe integral Wj be thought of
as a wa 4.ghted average of the aaission fro-- -- hence the population
of' -- tha nth levetl. 6Ps find it n-onvenient, therR-aCrn to also nmro
in the discussion equation (7) without the substitution (6):

An2 hy'N(jy
-' t ly



ConsiLder now ojuztion (7)2 The •iae. oecrezent corresonds
to a differentiation, or differencinrg, of squat:on (7) with
rasp ot tc the qua;nt nu n t n f ?l-JorMJ2_ thib operation re
obtain:

4L.'%.ut.pffl;...bo.x .3-- 4, -.,2)(f. i .......

V V V A V
0 0 0 0 0 (9)

- f (n) - f(n + k)

where t inu nequality aign refers to thle whole tena, including the
accoczrVing sig.n Ste have also &aken the absorption coefficient
an2 to vary as inf3 . The dotted brackets in each case contain a
positive qýntity0  Ite rssult on the b. cccao only from the
asaumption týVat T )Teff for the sun -- and independent of the
nmerica1 value A T . Ye see thus that only the third tern gives
a negative oontribuion to the right hand side, Thus only the
EaUf-absorption affect can rama.y the difficulty mentioned above
- that the obsorved Balmwr dscresnt is smaller than the thermoc
dync=ic equilibrium valus0 The effect of departure frcc thermo-
cnraic equilibriin only increases the discrepancy, unless one
wishes to adopt T ( Teff, a hardly plausible rosflt these days,
Furthermore, we ;ll in the foll•ing section (Ill A 1)
dawnztrate from the observatioas that bn >bn~ko

We recognize now that the self-abicrption is a function of
one partezter only, the population of the two-quanttn level.
Heame we should be able to use the observed Balmer decrement in
conjunction with the result frvu equation (9) to obtain this
population of the tro-quantm level as a function of height.
Since we do not a priori know the therzdonartc structure of the
atmosphere, the procedure must necessarily be one q successive
approxitationo In the analysis earlier mantioned,"i only the
first approxization was carried out, i.e., an isothermal chrcmo•
sphsr O 3,as sl =nd dfplartuS fro0fr t.r;-.+Zc equi-
licrita neglected0 Actually, we note fro equation (8) that moet
of the emission crras from the lower, central part of the atmos-
pheric region observedj so tha first approximation -I fairly
auccuate , The plans for the forthcoming eo.ipse indicate that
considerably more observational data will nisult, so the successive
approximation schece will ba necessary to analyze the data.

Consider the first approxzation0 For constant T. j and

bnoalp we have an exponential gradient for Na which we may 'write:



N 2 N? 2 x y (10
4 qO

according to the us'al geozetrio approximation for y t t rn The
contribution of a"r-a y Wu the chroospheric observations is
ngligible, We have now two alternative procedurea to carry
out the ccoputation,

In the first, we substitute (10) in both equation (4) and
equatioý) (7), and carry out the integration in series form. 'de

En2 -(carre 2 'DV Q)jý A~j en I (-+)E 1 (mtl)~

(I. + C V 12+§

where N2 is the number of second-quantm level atoms along the
lin of sight and:

2
j gJ(s 2 )d-2 g(r2) 2fac5 2 r

C2 is a constant.

The expression (11) represents the thezodnamic equilibri.m
Wression save for the last bracket, which represents the self-

Lbsorption9  The eýrsion is conveient to use for =&U
= sar7= (mA1 N -) ý- it does not ocmverge for large

IvalueL. Fcr the higher Balier Lines, however, satisfactory
valuea for N~acn may be quickly obtained by:

IA& haRe nw At-1-64 4 es terma eXz, aUnce it depends upon
the (unkomn) value of T6s We note however that the emission is
trivil for high eanough a - and we prefer the later Balmer lines
anyway to avoid convergence difficulty with the series expression
for the absorption: The left side of equation (13) may b
reduced to a function of a singla variable by reducing a(nczk)2
tO cL2 using an ni-3 dependene for %m2c This procedure wasfollowed in reference (I)o



Alternatively we may pivceod from equation (8), Recognizing

that we mV write the emission coefficient as:

and the absorption coefficient:

rith the associated tangent4a! optical depth:

d'r,. $Iid (16)

we may write (8):

+fT 10 (7)

we note now the exression (15) must include induced emissions
to be complete - so that we Way write:

2 "1

and use the relation:

An2 V2
An2 a (3,9)

C1 n2 o20 n

wten c a i

S2h 3 N-' _~

2 hj"O eb h -1 (20)

using equatfon (6).



Alternatively then we Zay write (17) as:

2 , i 3 r1 0k7

;1JC -n dT±C (17-1,)

Wo write (17) in both forms to indicate the nature of the apprcximation
=adz. In tho usl dis uJsio ni jJ j /kt, is tzken an fmctton of th
temperature only - in which case we could remove it from unwir the
integral in (17). Actually, however, the ratio depends upon N0 as
well as T7 A In diacussing the first method of araly1is we have
taken bn * 1. There, however, we were concerned only with the higher
n values. A variation in b 2 entered as a second order correction
Through the intsgral of the exponential. In (17ol), however, b2
enters directly. The ar.proxLation t.at bn-'2l for large n is much
better than that b 2 --'1 Thus, combiing these two results - the first
order appearance of b2 and the likelihood of its considerable de-
parture from unity, it does not seem t4o satisfactory an approxi4ation
to rwove J /k)from the intagral o ,de note, however, that we shall
be differmnoing the result - and Po some of the error will disappear.
Thus we proceed on this approximation and obtain:

2h. 3 Vb a ke -7 x)- d. (21)S-n a- - • •

We note that this axpression coalezents that obtained by the first
mthod - for as T becoea aufficiently great the emission per unit
area - i.e., ignoring the last integration over the atzosphere lyznig
above a given point -approaches the Planck function modified by the
bt/A factor- Thus we have an expression suitasble for the case of
high absorption, when the series expan.3ion in equAt1ot (1l) fails to
COnergeo

"Ihae actual evaluation of t4 integral in (21) must be perforzaed
nxmerically - for we note that T(x) is the N2a2n of the previous
method and decreases exponentially with height. :or scalt, the
exponential may be expanded and the integral evaiwAted as:

1 . ~(x)I dx (Nth)a -), s, 'J 2231

so that this expansion may be used if preferred.

'Dhe last proc.dure discussed is actually of more value in the
second and higher approxirations, where soze idea of thb variation of

/~k with7is had0  It is largel]y for this reason that we have
cussed it 3  If desired honever: equations (21) and (22) may be

used in place of equation (l1>



From the above procedures, then, we obtain first approxia-
tion values of N2 (h) from the Dalmer decrement, Clearly the
discussaion may be ta.c over intact to observations of the
Pasbchen decrewient, obtaining ' cAQX on the N2 vaLues. For the
higher order aproximations, we raquire a knowledge of the No
and Tr values in order that the isotherral and bn - I assueptions
ay be dropped. Clearly, some inforzation an the"s quantities

should result from th, knowledge Just gained of N2 (h). Thero
are, in addition, s.vwral other sources of infor•ationo We
tUn toc consider the=.-

B. 2Deeratation of I and Tm

die have available three distinat methods of estimating
various onos of the wnknc'n quan tus N gW INS, Te. V,VhTe
from the eclipse optical observations. One method represents
an application and extension of the results of Section Ao
Because it is on extension, aAd because it was developed
simultaneously with that method, we aonsider it Mftrot .
L.#s thCLU gives inxorr-ation on Tfi1 ahTSI and VhtnT e The
second method rests on a study of line profiles and gjivens
infornation on T@ and N e at each height for which precise
observations exist. The Vhrd, a;4 possibly least accurate
method, leads to vYlues of T 6 o

lo The apparent emission height-gradient.

Consider two methods comonly used in obtaining the
height gwadient of hydrogen in the solar atiosphereo In
the first method we compare the emission from a givatn
Balmer line at two eclipse heightsC •i•t the exception of
an error resulting from the neglect of 4elf-absorptlon
effects, the emission height-gradlent may be interpreted
directly as the height grRidtent of the naber of atozs i:
the upper level of the line0  The neglected salf-absorption
affects clearly make this inferred valtie a lower limit to
the true value° In the second method we attempt to
elimlinate aelf-absorption affects by observing the height
at which the various Balmer lines Just vanish. Presumably,
the various bines reach the sane intensiV at their
respective vanishing pointa, and the ami=sion is so emll
that self-absorption effects drop outo By correcting for
the diSference in transition pr•ob-_abfil,, the comparison
of vaning points for the two lines gives the ratio of
the population of the two levels at the two heights° o he
problem is to convert this pop-2Lation ratio into a height
gradient for the population of either level. Frcm
equation (6) we cee that, if the bn values were the same
for the two levels at, a given height, the figura Just
obtair.d would, when corrected for the Boltzmann factor
exp (Xn), give the height gradient of aither )evelQ If-



however 1 br)bn+k, then thoe emission at a given height
for Balzer line En would be greater than it would be in
the case of bn a bn~kt the line In would peroist to a
gi-otate•u cight relative to k) and - --ould undereettAte
the height gradient if we used the obseurvational material
with no bn correctioný If bn <'bn~k, the reverse situation
would hold. We can then compare the densitr gradients
obtained by the first and eecond msthodsj in the hope of
obtaining the behavior of bn, We note, of course, that ansu.t e.io-ing the denetty .•M•ent Crr t~hr tirst £ath.ED.

to be less than that from the second would be somewhat
inconclusive because of the neglected self-absorption
effect. Fortunately, however, we find the first-method
gradient to exceed the second. The sitiiatie i5 not
peculiar to data froc one oalipse, nor is the difference
so small as to be masked by observational error. (The
difference is almost a factor of 2.) Heanc it would appear
that, from this comparison of two methods of estzatiing
thn hvdimran dansity gadient1 we have a ewicluaive
demonstration of the direction of deviation of the-chraw-
sphere frcc thenaod'namic equilibriuny that is

Thus, wn Ave demonstrated b> b , the results neesd
for the Sectlcn A analysis of aelZabsorption. We prv'ed
n=- to make fther use of the Wparent emealau tdifentb
We have remarked that the apparent emission gadient differs
frcm the true density gradient by the self-absorption effect.
We can, hcmever, correct for this self-abasrption by usin
the reults frc Seotkln A. Than the corrected resulta give
the true height gradiant of Na, and wt can write for each
Nn, n>2, at saoh height, frce• equation (6):

djrfin Cd nK-C . [2]
dh d& dh ii

where the left side is ýmown frnm the above corrected emiesion
gradient. *e can also write this equation for No, using the
resaUte from Seotiom A to obtain the 2aft aida. Thus we have a
met of equations, as = as we have observed hycrogen Lines,
Balmer oi Pasohen, with the vunakmnns 7hnN 6 ,*7hTk * 4
and thoVh2bn. 4hJ.e the Vh4bt are obviously not &U
independent, the dependence cannot be c~puted untU NH, T&
"are known Thus a preliminary solution of the eqiatio
(23) must be carried through ignoring the bn term. The
error is grateat in the b2 term, the N2 qquation D so it
13 peferable to carrj through a solution neglecting the
N2 equation if possible0 Then the second apprcxlmation
to both this procedure and that of Section A =ay be made,



4e note! hcvever, that neither this Section B 13 nor
Section A provide values of No directly. One can estimate
a value by successive approxinations on a consistency basisa
but it is useful to have zore direct rzthodo in tho first
approxima tion.

Before proceeding to the second method we note that
the preceding discussion enables a test of the validity of
the hydrostatic equilibrium to be mada0  ite can write this

_ e q a _t~ o n as " . .. .. .. . . . .. ... ... . .... . ..... . . .
2

dc5 inJL. gj) 2d- (24)dh (=- 7 MH

where is the fraction of the hydrogen yet unionized. Once
estlmates of T, and No are available, p can be estimatado
The remaining quantities in (24) are known, and the validity
of the equation can be ehecked.

2. Results from l-ie profiles.

There are two varieties of measures involving line
profilea The first is a direct eaasure of a single l11
profile. This technique has been used by R. V. Redman, 3/
who finds the early hydrogen lines and the the mstaflic
linas ex-hibit Doppler profiles. Redan plane- to repeat
these meastres at the 1952 eclipse. No such work is
contamplated in our plans, ie shall, therefore, not
consider this etlhod fut-ter0 It is not meant thereby to
underezphasize the method, for on the contrary it is the
most reliable method for clearly indicating the kinetic
state of tVe ataxsphere. TnhUs the method is critical in
any discussion of atmospheric kinetic t&mpertuare.

The second method dealing with line profilen usually
concerns the wings of the lines, where the effect of
collisional broadening becotes of importance. de note,
hcwever, that for uufficiently high tezpspmture the thermal
broadening can influence appreciably the Derging of the
lines° Wie consider the problem.

The Stark broadening due to the positive ions causes
a Q1f the lins3 at finite n. An approximate
relation, agreeing well with expe-iasnt, between the n
value for the last resolved Line and the ion density Sas
been eomputed by Inglis and Teller: 0

log Ni - 23,26 - 7°5 log n (25)



The relation considers, however, only Stark broadening;
and we wish also to include the Doppler broadoningL given
by the expression;

r ~)2(26)
FW W

I'; te Jlits profile for the Stark effect rill be of tho
form

a 2

a2  + wG (27)
-I Thus, the -.Dppler i�4 Stark effect togethetW.-lJ &-i1d

Unjforturate2y the result does not ooe out explicitly in

axc neat form. Therefore, noting that the results to be
obtained are only ap~roxliate anwa becauase of the uncer--
ta~inty as to whe a llne is exactly res•olved or unr•eeolvwd,
we use a scce~hat approxn~ata method and thereby save much
labor. 1'e wonder what gaussian curve wll approlicite to

(27) so far as resolution criteria are correrned. Clearly
a is the width at half maxtn in (27). ,'e should like to
replace (27) by

a (29)
.

and find a int =aof a. We ehall adjust a so as to give
the eame resolution as (27b

'e ehall uss the resolution criterion that for a
gaussian distribution, the half-width at alf-maximum is
Just one balfaVthe line aseparation, Thus, for resolution,

LN, L)(30)

We sa then t"at micgay between the lines the intensity is

I= 2- 0. a
2

and at the center

Thu6

S 6 E . ma2a (32)

.12.-



Wie now ask o'LWSBv(s how a ia rulated -to u. so tiht b n X
will have The s&ae valIu. e en u•ing (27) a6 whors (l ) is
2ubstituted for (27)

+ 22

-(¼ý iindu, --upon, settiui tu eql to6 QnI(,rhiich is
1/16) tat

a2 AV 2  +* 2 (6 1

or (33)

Thus, we sao that as far as resolution is concerrsd, a
dispersion profiln with a half width at half maxim=.of a
may be replacscl b. a gaussian with maan width aI2I-
or a half width at haLf maximum of a / fl¾ Therefora,
we write the cobined ]cppler ard 5tark profile as

.2

a (t24)

where a 15 the half w4dth at half rAxiz- of the Stark
profile0

Nov a is independent of the ground state since it ie
only the higher states which are significantly perturbed
by the Stark effect. Thus, for a given upper level n: the
enerVi perturbation A4E.n. Ar.d the resulting frequency
spread is

An

W'e see then that the density broadening wilZ be the aame for
the Balmar and Paschen series0  le consider ncw the Doppler

b roadenLing.

-13-



Adjacint lines are separated by

- U/1 __L R 2n~l
n�l -: �r " 2 1)2j) t n(r.l) 2  (36)

If we take a line as wnrBeolved when it just falls to e-k2

its maxim,= value for the frequency of the center of the

states m a.-d i' we havet

(1 22 (384
( ;)

where n' -1 eand n - re t.e last resolved lines of the
m and m= series respectively. The subscripts in each case
indicate the quautu= nunbers involved in the quantitiesý
h'ie use the revalts of Inglis and Teller to crputeAt.0
It shoald be noted that we canrnot simply use their final
results becauas, while we have 'erging of the lires as did
they, part of our meg ing is a Doppler broadening. Thus,
we wish to cczputeAnV for an uzmerged line. -tey have
that for a field F, the energy spread in a level is

as F

a is the radius of the orbit and is n 2ao where ao is the
radius of the first Bohr orbit Thus, the frequency spread
is

49. 3-aeF
2h

In toaý-of N the nirb~r of' singly7 charge~d ions preeent

F 33,7 e Nl2/3

Thus

* 5.6 n2e2 a N2/3 )
h



or 4/-nJ. 23 (

where 5t 6 °2a- (Ja)

Thuz, ueing (40) we rewrite (37) and (38) a8

(42)

2 On 2 k

tie wieh to solve for *and N. Wes fis,4d

2

"r n ni C n' +,1) 2

N - _, ---- ()

!12 t2 h2 (1 [3)

1-75 f2) 3/4



If we use týe resulting criterion cited above that the

Lull width at half z.xŽ±t is equal tP ntls then

e - 24 1/2

k - 2.261. 6464

Further( - 1-033 cm2 /esae Tus, given the last reiolvable
lines of Balmer and f4aschen seriý, values for No and Tt-

-reuult, }Tn4 v4ale of 7! follns directly from the value
of v/c.) .ie note, iwidentally, that the exprossions
(43.l) and (4.1) each fall into two parts, the second part
in each being a correction factor of the order of unity
involving each of the n, n% a, W1 values V Tae other fa=;-r
(43ol) involves only the Balmer series data - n and = - and
is the expression that would be obtained were only therzal
broadening included in the discussiono Thue, if the second
factor were sufficiently near unity, the To value would
ha fiad by th- Balaer sez5-i aloneo Similarly, the first
factor in (44,l) depends only upon the Paschen seriesa .Ye
roote, however, that the first factor is not the same as
would be obta4.pd by considering Stark broadaninzg alone, but
differs by 2"--. This factor has been introduced by the
process of representing the Stark broadening in gaussian
form. Had the half width at half-maxi~m for the gaussian
representation been chosen Vthe same as the half-width in the
convention7 l expression (27), oe., a and not a/f2Tthe
extra 2-3/4 factor would not appear in (l4L.i),

3. Measures in the continuum.

In the past, attepts have been made to compute the
electron tezperature by using the ratio gj intensities at

- frequencies in the Balmer contiu°•/ Sommever,
conaidersble doubt is cast on these cilculations by their
failure to take into account the dcattering by the electrons
of the photospheric 'adiation0 If NR is the electron densit
then the intecsity at a given freqtency duo to both bound-
free emission and scattering is

&j 4 e ! +* 2 Ne' 93 (46)

negleoting the ..a. .elf4b3orptjori effectud 93 a
represents the black body radiatlon froc the photosphere of
tam•pxature T , If we take the ratio of E2 for the two
frequencies and ./ ,

-e N e $ A(47)
sy'C sjN~S r1 .# 3 kTr



oe see that

h_ (r I2) fo~r la~rge N6  (148)

for Ssall NI (4.9)" •"•' v'•e •'k•

ClearlY.for p' _ s.atteri ai t ?I -i
indeoendent of height in the atmosphere except for very
s.al! geometrical dilution effeczb, As one goes higher in
We atovspher6e we snodk thaen) obtain core narlý y (4•).
Tnu.s if one inTists upon using (48) he writes

L-L (ý 2=2 (W

when actually he ahould write, if it is fairly high in the
atzcsphere:

k(Qn t43t

Thu we see that the TG values obtained frc mcasuren in U
contirnrn=, Wuder the assu.-.Ptiw that the observed radiatio
is chrcospheric emission and not scattered radiation, are
likely to b~e ernweouec A priori, with no krnwlodge of Te
and N., it is imp-osaible to predict the relative importanse
of the emisason and scattering terms3 Thus it seems the
decis S to the utilitY of tha method can be = best
by coparing Oapparnntl values of To darivad fro equation
(550). Since TS presizwbly increases upward, and fr= (47)

we see that the scattaring increases in relative imporzutce
upward, the observed Te will appamntly dsorease u~Ard
if the catt•S~fI aignificant. Thus the utility of this
third method is questionable, but a check on its utilit
is possible1

Ill. CCnJUZ±io

-Tha -for aozingyjnV~desm en oivLitI~_6 othe methods proposed to
reduca the 1952 eclipse data. The results should provide values oS
Ni, r. . VT& ,¶ N4  at a number of heights in the atzosphereo
Hence, there are intearal checke on the aomos;heric struct.re. Thus,
in view of the objentive of trying to reconcile radio and optical
data, one should tfr the foregoing have a consistent, well-dafined
act of results directly relevant to the £un ental problem.
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V. Accmwledgotents.

the authors,9 Dr, 'tie_ ~0 Rob~ort.3 ,nd Dr. J. W4 Evans of the High Al.ti-
tude Cts-erveatry, and , a±oiS~d beo viewed &a one phma8 of the attampt to
obtain~ art an~alyzo the 1952 eaL pas dat?.,11 which has been carried oixt
by the staff of the High Altit~ia Ctssm~tory and tho'a strop hsicei
group at the Uniarivr±ty of Utat.i

We grttI &rCVcg h pp:ortunity Lor d-isoussion e f man
tasais of thie prooi t :r. j-h S?. Hagan- and other mamern of the

sta~ff of the Nava. Reseervcb 1abo-ratory~ -

Rich~ard N. Th-m-ae

Approved for &tbmission as
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